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Exhibited at the Grand Palais in Paris in 1984, 
Danish painting has since been added to the 
collections of the largest museums in the
World (New York MET, National Gallery
in London etc …) and will be highlighted 
this spring in Paris at the Jacquemart-André 
Museum. A French collector fell in love with 
the Danish school; he gathered nearly 300 
paintings which will be sold at Artcurial on 
16th and 17th April, under the title The Golden 
Age of Danish painting, a French collection.
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PRESS RELEASE - THE GOLDEN AGE OF DANICH PAINTING

PARIS - On the 16th and 17th April, Artcurial will auction a French collection 
comprising 300 canvases from the «golden age» of 19th century Danish 
painting, while an exhibition devoted to one of its great masters, Vilhelm 
Hammershoï (1864-1916), will open its doors to the public on 14th March at the 
Jacquemart-André Museum in Paris.

A large part of the collection has been exhibited at the Piscine de Roubaix 
(October 12th, 2013- January 12th, 2014), and then at the Muma in Le Havre 
(8th February 2014-12th May 2014). The exhibition was entitled The Golden 
Age of Danish Painting, a French collection. A title which has been retained by 
Artcurial for the auction.

The Collector, impassioned for over twenty years with the «golden age» of 
Danish painting and more broadly for Denmark, its history and its literature, 
wishes to remain anonymous. While visiting Denmark, he was immediately 
struck by 19th century Danish painting, visiting all the exhibiting museums and 
«discovering little by little how this art reflected the country, how this painting was 
an echo of the countryside, the shores, landscapes, skies and light of Denmark...» 
(Extract from the catalog The Golden Age of Danish Painting, a French 
collection, Confessions of an anonymous collector p.60).

The Golden Age of Danish painting
Art historians’ opinions diverge on the exact period of the Golden Age» of 
the Danish paint; for some it relates to only the latter part of the nineteenth 
century, for other it coincides with the entire century.

The 19th century is a crucial international period for Denmark who loses wars 
and territories during this time - Norway in 1814, the duchies of Schleswig 
and Holstein in 1864. The country folds in on itself; Danish art will follow, 
moving away from European art while focusing on national art and on its own 
landscape, up to the end of the century.

CHRISTOFFER WILHELM ECKERSBERG
CHRISTIAN VIII ABOARD HIS STEAMBOAT 
«AEGIR» WATCHING THE MANEUVERS OF THE 
WARSHIPS OF 2 MAY 1843
Oil on canvas
18,50 x 26 cm
Estimate: 10 000 - 15 000 €
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The Copenhagen school of painting, emanation of the Academy of Beaux-arts 
founded in 1754, attracts the Northern painters of the early 19th century. It 
develops its characteristic style under the impetus of Christoffer Wilhelm 
Eckersberg who wishes to free painting from the conventions established by 
the Academy. The artists favour a naturalistic approach and painting in nature.   
They paint light-drenched landscapes in an innovative, free and spontaneous 
style. A specific Danish identity takes form.

The Collection
The collection brings together more than 300 paintings spanning the whole 
century,representing most major artists of the time. The majority of them are 
currently exhibited in great Danish museums.

The collection reveals Denmark’s soul, in a touching and authentic manner. 
The landscape, either wild or bucolic, where countryside and sea are 
inseparable, is marked by the special Northern light and the ubiquity of water.

The collection also contains maritime paintings, portraits of cities and fields, 
portraits of pets, scenes of everyday life in the countryside, scenes from Nordic 
mythology, and landscapes and scenes from the trips made by the artists who 
traveled to Italy.

The panoramic view of the century through the collection begins with works 
from Eckersberg’s pupils. Ecksberg introduces portrait painting from a model 
as depicted here in Young Boys Academy by Jorgen Roed (est.€2,000 - 2,500); 
Historical paintings are mainly represented by nordic mythology scenes such as 
the Lorenz FRØLICH piece, King Svafur forces the dwarves Durin and Dvalinto 
promise him the sword Tirfing (est: €8,000 - 10,000).

We discover Copenhagen’s architectural splendor and its canals in a Frederik 
Christian Jakobsen Kiaerskou gouache from 1833. The infinite 
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LORENZ FRØLICH
Le roi Svafur force les nains Durin et 
Dvalin à lui promettre l’épée Tirfing

Oil on canvas 
47 x 53 cm

Estimate: 8 000 – 10 000 €

CARL GOTFRED WÜRTZEN
Paysage en bord de mer avec un dolmen
Oil on canvas
60 x 78 cm
Estimate: 2 500 – 3 000 €



beauty of the landscapes with the View of Non Mill and lake Halde by Christian 
Zakho (est. €2,000 - 3,000), the View of the lake by Julso de Janus La Cour and 
View of Mount Klint by Carl Frederik Aagaard.

Also included are two paintings by Christoffer Wilhelm Eckersberg, major artist 
of the Danish 19th century, Procession of monks in a cloister, probably the 
monastery of Saint Paul’s basilica outside of Rome (est.€25,000 -
30,000) and Christian VIII aboard his steam boat «Aegir» watching the 
maneuvers of the warships of 2 May 1843 (Est. €10,000 - 15,000).

ARISTIDE MAILLOL
Buste de femme ou Tête de Flore
Bronze, fonte au sable à patine brune 
acajou
Hauteur: 38 cm
Estimation: 40 000 - 60 000 €

CHRISTIAN ZACHO
Vue de Non Mill et du lac Halde
Oil on canvas
36 x 58 cm
Estimate : 2 000 - 3 000 €

CARL FREDERIK AAGAARD
Vue du Mont Klint

Oil on canvas
51,50 x 42 cm

Estimate : 1 500 - 2 000 €
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UPCOMING EVENTS AT ARTCURIAL
The 27th march 2019 : auction Un hommage à la sculpture, 
                 collection Fernand Lafarge                                                                           

The 27th april 2019 : auction Comic Strips

ABOUT ARTCURIAL
Paris-based multidisciplinary auction house Artcurial, founded in 2002, strengthened 
its position as leader on the international art market in 2018. 
With 2 sales venues located in Paris and Monaco, the House totaled 195.3 million 
euros revenue in 2018.
It covers the whole spectrum of major specialties: Beaux-Arts to decorative arts, 
collector automobiles, jewellery, collector timepieces, fine wines and spirits…
Resolutely turned toward the international market, Artcurial asserts its network 
abroad with representation offices in Brussels, Milan, Monte-Carlo, Munich and Vienna 
as well as a presence in Beijing and Tel Aviv, and biannual exhibitions in New York.
In October 2015, Artcurial organised its first sale in Hong Kong and in Morocco.

www.artcurial.com

RTCURIAL

INFORMATION
Exhibition from 16th to 17th April 2019 

Auction onTuesday 16th and Wednesday 17th April 2019, at 6 pm and 2 pm

Artcurial - 7, Rond-Point des Champs-Elysées - 75008 Paris
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